Heralding a Great University:
Pierre de Chaignon la Rose and the
Evolution of the Rice Academic Seal
by David M. Bynog
I have, however, avoided a choice between the crows, which
are specifically Rice, and the martlets, which are specifically
Houston, by substituting owls in their place. Neither the
raven nor the martlet makes any very definite academic
appeal, whereas the owl ofAthena certainly does.
-Letter from Pierre de Chaignon la Rose to
Edgar 0. Lovett, November 18, 1910 1
t is disconcerting to think that were it not for
one man-Pierre de Chaignon la Rose-our
beloved mascot might
never have been. Instead,
we may have become the
Rice Ravens or Rice
Martlets! Our mascot, of
course, comes from the
university's Academic Seal,
and by good fortune,
la Rose was the creator of
that seal.
In 1910, when
la Rose began work on
the Rice seal, he was a
Pierre de Chaignon la Rose
leading expert in the field
(Harvard University Archives,
of heraldry. Born in New
call number HUD 2 9 5. 2 5)
York in 1871, he attended
Exeter Academy before entering Harvard in 1891.
For the duration of his four years as a student at

I

1 All cited correspondence between la Rose and Lovett is
located in President Edgar Odell Lovett's Papers1912-1945, AR 1,Woodson Research Center, Fondren
Library, Rice University.

Pierre de

Harvard, he shared a
room with the composer Daniel Gregory Mason.
Mason indicated that la Rose "had pretensions to
taste in furnishing, and we had a bust of Richelieu
(why Richelieu I can not say) set off against an India
shawl. There was a crucifix too, more, I always felt,
for artistic than religious reasons, though la Rose,
who had an ecclesiastical turn of mind, insisted upon
it .... He had the surest nose for the best, whether in
letters, music, the graphic arts .... He could draw
exquisite book-plates." 2 La Rose was already
displaying what would prove to be a lifelong interest
in the arts, religion, and heraldry. He ultimately
combined his talents in these three areas in the study
of ecclesiastical heraldry, creating coats of arms for
numerous churches and other religious organizations.
His talents were not limited to these areas, and
Mason was perhaps most impressed with la Rose's
mastering of "the necessary art of coughing without
losing his cigarette."
La Rose remained at Harvard after graduation,
teaching in the English department and involving
himself with the "bohemian" set, most famously as
2 Daniel Gregory Mason, "At Harvard in the Nineties," New
England Quarterly 9, no. 1 (March 1936), 43- 44. Given la
Rose's interest in heraldry, his bookplates were surely
armorial in design.
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part of George Santayana's crowd. La Rose also
became friends with Ralph Adams Cram, thus
paving the way for his involvement with Rice
Institute. During the early twentieth century, he
dabbled in a wide variety of art forms, including
interior decorating, stained glass design, and book
design.
While la Rose experimented with many art
forms, it was heraldry that captured his utmost
interest. He would eventually design hundreds of
seals and shields for diverse institutions and
individuals. Notable academic institutions he
provided work for include Harvard,Yale, Notre
Dame, and the University of Chicago. He also
fulfilled "all of Cram's heraldic architectural needs,
including in the days of Cram's ... work at Princeton
University and St.John the Divine." 3 Given Cram's
successful relationship with la Rose, it was only
natural that Cram would turn to him to design
Rice's seal.

ef 1862, nine have on their shield a chevron this is in
every instance accompanied by three smaller "charges. "
In the case ef 4 of these 10 different families the three
minor charges are crows.... Under "Houston" Burke
gives the following ... a chevron chequy sable and
argent, between three martlets ef the second ... or a
chevron chequy azure and argent, between three
martlets sable.
-Letter from la Rose to Lovett,
November 18, 1910

Glossary of Heraldic Terms
Argent
Azure
Chequy
Chevron
Charges

Designing the Rice Shield
Before creating the
Academic Seal,
la Rose worked on
the shield of Rice,
since it was to be
incorporated into the
cornerstone of the
Administration
Building. La Rose
not only designed the
shield, but also the
Greek passage from
Eusebius of Caesarea
La Rose's final rendering of the
that is inscribed on
Rice shield
the cornerstone. The
shield developed rather quickly over the span of a
few months in late 1910 and early 1911. La Rose
began by investigating the arms for the names Rice
and Houston. The basic design of Rice's shield
seemed almost predestined based on his research:

In the first place, in studying the heraldry ef the
various Rice families, I note that ef the ten armigerous
sets ef Rices given by Burke, in his "General Armory"
3 Douglass Shand-Tucci, Ralph Adams Cram: Life and
Architecture, vol. 1, Boston Bohemia, 18 81-1900 (Amherst,
Mass: University of Massachusetts Press, 1995), 170.

Field
Sable

Silver
Blue
A pattern of alternating squares, as
on a checkerboard ,
An inverted V-shaped pattern on
a shield
An object or figure placed on the
field of a shield. The owls on Rice
University's shield are the charges.
The surface of the shield
Black

La Rose was clearly excited about the
similarities between the two families' coats of arms:
"This is far too happy a chance to be missed: it
becomes impossible for a herald to think of anything
else quite so logically appropriate for your college as
a chevron and birds. I have, however, avoided a
choice between the crows, which are specifically
Rice, and the martlets, which are specifically
Houston, by substituting owls in their place." The
model for the owl came
from a silver tetradrachm
from the fifth century
B.C. in the Harvard
collections. Since
Athenian owls on
tetradrachm are all very
similar, locating the exact
model for Rice's owl has
proved impossible (further
complicating the matter, Harvard's
Silver tetradrachm from the fifth century B. C.
CNG coins (http :IA»ww.cngcoins.com)

Fogg Museum suffered a large coin heist in 1973, so
it is possible that the exact coin la Rose used was
stolen at that time).
Despite the presence of three birds on the Rice
and Houston shields, la Rose resisted using three
owls on his initial sketch, owing to the use of three
owls by both Bryn Mawr and Corpus Christi
College at Oxford on their seals. Copies of his first
sketch have not survived, but a reconstruction has
been possible based on la Rose's description. Of
particular note is inclusion of the Lone Star ofTexas,
a feature that would appear in several revisions of
both the shield and seal for Rice.
In Lovett's response
of December 14, 1910,
to the initial design, he
discusses proposed
revisions to the shield:
"It has been suggested
that we change the star
of your shield to an
owl to be of the same
size and pose as his two
confreres, and that the
star thus removed be
placed in the crest,
Reconstruction of la Rose's
where, too, might
initial shield design
appear a magnolia
wreath (inasmuch as Houston is known as the
Magnolia City)." La Rose was amenable to Lovett's
suggestions to a point:

It would, of course, be very easy to "change the star of
the shield to an owl to be of the same size and pose as
his two confreres"; but the star thus removed may not
be used as a crest with a magnolia wreath. I can find
no academic precedent for the use of a crest by an
institution of learning. The "crest" is properly an
external ornament to be displayed on the ridge of the
helmet ... However, none of the English Colleges use a
crest, and none of the older American, such as
Harvard-my own college-- Yale, etc. So if we wish
the Rice arms to be secundum artem I feel that a crest
is impossible.
-Letter from la Rose to Lovett,
December 29, 1910
In addition to these discussions concerning the basic
design of the shield, the colors of the shield were
also being negotiated. By the time of the secondand final-sketch by la Rose in February 1911, the
field had permanently changed from his original
choice of green to blue. The other substantial change

The cornerstone

that la Rose implemented for the second sketch was
the dividing of the chevron, though his reasons for
this change are unknown. Thus the shield was
complete as we know it, and molds were cast in
preparation for the laying of the cornerstone on
March 2, 1911.

The Academic Seal's Final Touches
The creation of a seal, not only a shield, was the
original charge to la Rose. It was not until late
December 1911 that Lovett sent instructions
regarding the design of the seal:

It is proposed to use your owl shield with a decorative
ribbon outside of the shield occupying space between
the shield and a conventional band; ribbon to bear the
words Letters, Science, Art in this order, Science to
appear at the top; a small double wreath and star of
Texas to be incorporated with the ribbon either above
or below the shield and verging on the circular band;
the circular band to bear the following inscription,
"The Academic Seal of the Rice Institute. "
-Letter from Lovett to la Rose,
December 15, 1911
It is notable then that while la Rose provided the
substantial design for the shield, the additional
components that form the seal were suggested by
Lovett. The Lone Star ofTexas, originally considered

for use on the shield, once again
makes its appearance in the initial
design of the seal.
Correspondence concerning
the design of the seal is less
extensive than for the
shield, but the seal went
through several versions
with slight alterations. The
star and wreath were
removed at an early stage,
and the size and shape of the
ribbon underwent several
slight alterations before the final
version as we know it.

La Rose and the
University's Identity
La Rose's interaction with Lovett and the Rice
Institute was very brief, but his contribution
had substantial impact on the university.
La Rose, with his aesthetic sensibilities and
concern for proper use of heraldic symbols,
was an ideal choice for interpreting Lovett's
vision of a great university by creating an
enduring and appropriate symbol. The shield
and seal are both elegantly simple and refined
and retain the proper principles of heraldic
design. La Rose's greatest contribution, however,
was in his inspired choice of the Athenian owl, of
which Lovett and other administrators highly
approved. The student population at Rice also
greatly identified with the attractive owl, as Julian
Huxley observed: "He looked at you with his wise
eyes from unexpected corners of the buildings and
sat in a guardant family of three on the university
coat of arms. Not unnaturally, owls were the rage
among the undergraduates as well and eventually an
enormous mascot of an owl was made and paraded
with great pride by the undergraduate band and
cheering section at football games." 4 The seal, shield,
and owl mascot have only increased in popularity
over the years, strengthening the significance of
la Rose's contribution to the university.
After creating Rice's Academic Seal, la Rose
continued his scholarly work and went on to other
significant projects. In 1936, he created 20 arms for
4 Nancy Burch, "Sammy the Owl," Cornerstone 8, no. 4
(Fall 2003): 8.

La Rose's first version of the Academic Seal
incorporating the star of Texas

various graduate schools and
houses at Harvard as part of
their tercentenary
celebration, perhaps his
most substantial
undertaking. And yet, he
never surpassed his success
in Rice's shield. Using his
superb design skills and good
taste, he created a memorable
symbol for a new university: a
symbol that would help the
university forge its identity and serve
as an emblem of the wisdom, honor, and
whimsy of its student body.

Jr~ te ~'Mull eree'M ~anc~
On Saturday, April 25, members of the RHS trekked
up to Shelby, Texas, to enjoy, for the second time, the
hospitality of Carl and Catherine lsgren. Since our
last trip to Skull Creek Ranch, the Isgrens have
converted a building housing an old cotton gin into
a charming and spacious party venue-the perfect
setting for the 2009 Spring Fling!

Gay and Bob Beamon

Hosts Carl and Catherine Isgren feeding a resident of Skull
Creek Ranch

Clyde Mayo and Bonnie Sue Wooddridge

Catherine Isgren

Jon Holverson and friend

New members Betty and George Glauser

Joan and Don Gillis and Dolores and Lew Harpold

Carl Isgren and Jon Holverson

The "Cotton Gin" at Skull Creek Ranch

Photos courtesy

of Greg Davis
Clyde Mayo, Carl Isgren, Rosamay Davis, and
Doris ten Brink Tessieri admire Carl's exercise room.

FROM THE ARCHIVES
By Alan Bath

WomenatWce
Over tfi.e years tfi.e THRESHER Ii.as
printed stories-some serious, some
silly-about 'Rice women. J-£ere are a
few snippets to jog your memories.

Spoof of the Rice University Seal,
from the Thresher

:November 7, I930

rfebruary

Because of a Southwest Conference ruling against
women appearing on the gridiron during half-time
intermission, Rice was forced to alter its plans to
use freshmen co-eds to make two of the letters in
RI CE-TCU, planned for half-time ....

Mary Jones resident women showed their displeasure
with the Food Service by staging an organized
boycott of the main dish, "veal birds." Two-thirds of
those present dumped their "birds" into plastic bags,
which were promptly delivered to the Food Service
building. Some non-participants, however, claimed to
have "had worse," citing for example "beef tips and
wine sauce," discontinued last year at student request.

Jvfay I I93I
1

Well over one-third of the women students at the
Institute partially or wholly pay for their own
education, not only in campus positions, but
downtown jobs. "Girls Model, Nurse, Sell and Solve
Math Problems at 20 Cents Per Problem."

I1

I973

In closingA headline from the September 17, 1931, Thresher:
"Nine Girls are Kept Busy in Rice Library During
Summer"

Womens 'Dress Chart
Dress

Hose

Bag

Hat

Shoes

Gloves

Black or
Navy

Palm, Beige

Black Patent,
Roseberry

White

Black Patent,
Roseberry

White

Pastels

Radiance

Printed Pastel
Bag

White

White, Printed
Pastel Shoes

White

Whites

Amber-rose

Paris-sand

Paris-sand

Paris-sand

Yellow

Prints

Tan Globe

Black Patent

Yellow

Black Patent

Yellow

Shop
Our
Win·

2-k lo-~

dows

Colle(e -·
FROCKS
Swanky Sport . .. Smart
Street . . . Sleek Afternoon . . . Sum p t u o u s
Evening .. .

October 31 I972
" ... Overwhelming vote OKs coed colleges."

Dresses that are so entirely different .

Cfebruary 31 I973
The new female members of Baker and Hanszen
were selected in a drawing by the Committee of the
College Masters. Each ballot had been marked by
the individual's desire to live on or off campus, her
present college, and her preference for either Baker
or Hanszen.

Fashion ad in the
September 14, 1933
issue of the Thresher

A smartness that belongs to these
individuali:zed fashions .

:~~~

college mates, but
will also be envied.

$6.90

Others $9.7S to $16.75

